
apples andpears
These fruity shapes are easy to make and look beautiful arranged along

a shelf or table. As children grow out of their first books, there are some

favorites you will always want to keep, but others may be a little too well

loved with pages torn or a cover missing. Transform these much-loved

friends into apples and pears-and continue to enjoy them for years to come'

YOU WILL NEED
I To make the pear, take

a section of the old book
measuring aPProx. %in
(lcm) across the sPine.Old book without its cover

Pencil

Tracing paper

Cutting mat

Craft knife

Glue and a glue stick

2 Using the template on page 175, trace

the shape ofthe halfpear onto tracing

paper using the pencil. Transfer the

shape onto the book section, making

sure that the straight part of the trace is

on the folded spine section ofthe book'

Using the templates, trace two leaves

and a stalk, and then set these aside.

3 Put the book section on the

cutting mat and, with the craft knife,

cut out the half-Pear shaPe, making

sure that you cut through all the

pages of the book.

4 Fan out the half-pear shape to make

a complete pear form. Put some dabs

ofglue along the edges ofthe first page

and stick it to the last page to secure

the shape in place.

5 Using the traced templates, cut out two leaves and

a stalk from another page ofthe book' Position the stalk

between a couple of the pages at the top center of the pear

and secure with a blob of glue. Do the same with the two

Ieaves, one on either side of the stalk' To make the apple,

follow exactly the same method as the pear'
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